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Over the Valley News 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE LIVE  

The End Of Fox Hunters   
 

 1415 DA 

 Do these fox hunters deserve a different ending?  We think so. 

1 Fox hunting has been one of this country’s long-standing 
traditions, reinforced by the images on Christmas cards 
depicting Boxing Day Hunts and the taking of a tipple at a local 
venue before the off.  But – for as many years as I can 
remember – the argument against the practice has been strong. 
 

 

2 We were alerted this last week by several social media posts 
about our most local of fox hunting packs – The Duke of 
Beaufort’s Hunt.   
 

 

3 The Duke of Beaufort’s Hunt is steeped in tradition and history extending 
back to the mid 1700’s at least.  The Hunt’s website tells a potted history of 
the Hunt – and talks about the documented bloodlines of hounds being 
among the most detailed = possibly in the whole world. 
 
The Beaufort Hunt Hounds have been classed as among the best too.  The 
bloodlines have been exported to many countries around the world – 
including the United States.  It’s in the US that our story about these loveable 
creatures comes to a more agreeable and heart-warming close. 
  

4 The Beaufort Hunt’s website also tells how traditions in local families have 
been upheld with young hounds being “walked”.   
 
“All the puppies bred at Badminton are put out to walk on farms at 6-8 weeks 
and some of the puppy walkers are the 3rd and 4th generation of families to 
do so. The fact that they live with a family for their formative months helps 
bring out their genetic friendliness.” 
 
I thought this sounded interesting and from different viewpoints.  What it 
says to me, is that the hounds are introduced very early in their lives to loving 
human contact.  It’s a contact these hounds might indeed remember. 
 

5 And the reason we are taking a look here at the Beaufort Hunt is because ITV 
this last week aired secretly taken film footage of hounds being shot dead.   
 
The reason for the practice is reported as being due, principally, to 2 factors. 

1.  The hound, at 7yrs old, is at the end of its useful life. 
   That of course is approx. less than middle age for most dogs 

2. The hound has become sick or is injured. 
    There are degrees of sickness and injury of course. 
 

https://www.beauforthunt.com/
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6 Questions about the methodology and practice have flooded the airways 
and the answers coming back from the Hunt are not exactly convincing.  
Animal lovers, dog lovers and many others have taken issue with the now 
documented methodology and practice and raised a whole lot more 
questions on the subject. 
.    

7 Many media platforms have carried the story including the film footage of 
hounds being shot outside their kennels in Badminton.  As you can guess the 
images can be extremely upsetting to people and we do not link to them 
directly ourselves. 
 
For more on this story, we however do link to the local media platform, 
Gloucestershire Live,  which quotes the responses from the kennelmen on 
behalf of the Hunt. 
 
The site carries the film footage for those who feel the need to watch it. 
   

8 There are all kinds of questions which can be raised – have been raised – 
stemming from this story being aired.  They include of course: 

1. Why are the dogs shot – in the way they are? 
2. Why are vets not contracted to carry out this task? 
3. Why are the hounds not retired like Greyhounds? 
4. Why are the hounds not rehomed?  
5. Why cannot the Hunt fund the process of rehoming? 

 
9 The Hunt spokesman gives answers to some of these questions – and like I 

mentioned above – the answers given are not convincing. 
 
It seems to the outsider that the process adopted is cheap, quick and 
efficient and certainly comes without laborious admin tasks which might 
surround the process of finding suitable homes for middle-aged hounds. 
  

10 I could not leave this rather brief look under the covers of this sad story 
without another brief look around the internet.  And it was here that I found 
what could be an America based bloodline of our own Beaufort Hunt 
hounds. 
 

11 I am delighted to Introduce – courtesy of The Dodo.com – a great heart-
warming story which tells of a different ending for these hounds.  The story 
begins:   
 
“When the hunting club, which was located in Pennsylvania, decided to 
downsize, it approached Main Line Animal Rescue (MLAR) and asked if it 
would take some of the retired dogs.” 
 
It continues: 
 
“With a grant from The Grey Muzzle, an organization that helps save senior 
dogs, MLAR was able to take home seven retired hounds on its first trip to 
the hunt club. After about a week, they were able to take a few more. The 

https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/secret-filming-shows-foxhounds-being-6035533
https://www.thedodo.com/close-to-home/retired-foxhounds-find-families
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next week after that, they took even more, eventually bringing the total of 
rescued hounds to 23.” 
 
So, what happened to these 23 rescued animals? 
 

12 Well, can I invite you to read the story for yourself here. 
 
What it tells us – in brief – is that these dogs can be found loving homes, 
they can settle into family life - watching TV on the sofa with the kids - and 
they can live out the rest of their very elongated useful lives, both giving love 
and joy and receiving love and joy, in return. 
 

13 Animals have so very much to teach us – but as a human race we conduct 
some terrible behaviour towards a great number of them.  When the human 
race recognises the value and precious nature of all life, it will ascend to a 
higher level of being.  When that happens it will not only be the angels that 
will rejoice! 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
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